FHO/FHT Practice available in Ottawa.

FHO group composed of 14 doctors. FHT provides NPs, nursing, mental health, dietician, pharmacist, and programs (Diabetes, Craving Changes, Quit Smoking, Well Women’s Clinic, Mindfulness Workshop, Healthy Transition to Solid Foods).

Highly efficient office with EMR available (Practice Solution). Many optimization applications done with EMR (sr-faxing, e-consult, e-referral, Ocean tablets, secure email communication).

On-call are very light and shared by 14 physicians. Located in medical complex with laboratory and Diagnostic Facility in close proximity. Practice could accommodate 2 physicians wishing to share the practice.

Start date negotiable.

For more information, please call Dr. Therese Hodgson (613-290-6780) or email therese@hodgson.onmicrosoft.com